Letter 609
DREAM
Revealing the House of Deception
and
The Fake Holy Spirit
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Dear Jesus,
Saturday, 29 July 2017, 7PM.
Today I slept in three stages, having dreams in each stage.
But after waking from the last dream at about 5:30PM and inquiring of the Lord, I discovered that in all
three dreams I had been in the same place. It was in the second dream that I saw, heard, and remembered
the details, of which I now write.
I DREAMED THAT:
Someone who indicated that they were the Holy Spirit led me into a building which had the furnishing of
a commercial kitchen, complete with stainless steel sinks and counter tops.
The voice of this spirit then said that angel Gabriel had been mis-behaving and needed correction from
God. His corrective action was that Gabriel was to stay submerged in a sink full of water for a period of
time.
As we walked by the sink I saw just below the surface of the mirky water a Qigure of someone. Then I
reached my hand down toward the water surface, and while I did that the Qigure raised up a hand out
from the dishwater. We shook hands and I said, “hello Gabriel”, wanting to console him in his correction.
But while I was shaking his hand, I continued to peer into the mirky water to see if it was truly Gabriel. I
saw an arm, but then I also saw what appeared to be a bare turkey wing. I thought this awfully strange
for someone who I thought I knew well.
Then the spirit led me into another room where there were different stations for making espresso coffee
drinks and adult beverage cocktails. Each station had a human looking fallen angel making up fresh
beverages for customers.
END OF DREAM
This dream was at about 3:00PM. After waking up I became aware of how sore I was in my shoulders, so
much so that I asked (the real) angel Gabriel to come into my bedroom and massage my upper arms, neck,
and shoulders.
While I was inquiring of the Lord Holy Spirit about this dream, I began to realize that the whole thing was
a fraud, including the deceiving, fake holy spirit who was trying to give me comfort me while leading me
from room to room in the dream.
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I knew after waking that the people and narrative being explained to me in the dream was all wrong, and
as I began to write this Letter, the Lord informed me that this is a Qirst in a series of revelations on how to
detect and resist the House of Deception and the Fake Holy Spirit.
P. S. I asked the Lord if I could write, “destroy”, rather than “resist”. He said, “No”, but then said that the
destruction will come later.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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